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ABSTRACT
Substitution of Nickel by Sulfur leads to bulk metallic glass formation in eutectic Ti75Ni25. In order to understand the improved glass
forming ability, a detailed analysis of the melt dynamics was performed. We measured the density, the viscosity, and the self-diffusion of
Ti75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 0, 5, 8) melts as a function of temperature. Moreover, the viscosity was measured under reduced gravity conditions to
benchmark ground-based data. The self-diffusion coefﬁcients were probed by incoherent, quasi-elastic neutron scattering. All measurements
were combined with electrostatic or electromagnetic levitation, in order to process these highly reactive Titanium-based melts. From the
measured density, the packing fraction was calculated as a function of temperature. In contrast to other bulk metallic glasses, the decrease in
melt dynamics comes along with the decrease in packing density.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0012409

Recently, developed bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) with Sulfur
have shown an improved glass forming ability (GFA) compared to
their Sulfur-free counterparts.1–3 Since Sulfur is an abundant element,
which is frequently used in industry, these alloys are promising candidates for BMG production. Moreover, Sulfur incorporation allows
BMG formation in Beryllium-free alloys with high Titanium contents.1,3 Titanium-based BMGs are demanded for many industrial
applications since they combine low densities, corrosion resistance,
and mechanical strength.3,4 For eutectic Ti75Ni25,5 glass formation was
reported upon Nickel substitution by Sulfur. Within this system,
Ti75Ni17S8 represents the best glass former with a critical casting thickness of 500 lm.1 The glass transition temperature of 696 K has been
detected via differential scanning calorimetry.1 By adding Zirconium
and Copper, the critical casting thickness can be enhanced up to
3 mm.3,4 Understanding the role of Sulfur in the glass formation will
allow more efﬁcient optimization.
A complex interaction of thermophysical (e.g., density, viscosity, and self-diffusion) and thermodynamic parameters (e.g.,
driving force for crystallization 6–8) controls the GFA of BMGs.
However, the exact origins are still controversial.9–12 Basically,
a slowdown of melt dynamics, especially below the liquidus temperature,13 hinders the crystallization process. One common
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approach to reduce the liquidus temperature is to alloy additional
elements.13–15 This can be observed, e.g., for Ni–(P), Pd–Ni–(P),
and Pd–Ni–Cu–(P), where the liquidus temperature decreases
toward deep eutectics with the increasing number of elements.13
The added elements can also enhance the atomic size mismatch,
which enables more efﬁcient melt packing and leads to sluggish
dynamics.9–11 Besides that, the mixture of elements may increase
the diversity of atomic bonds and create more complex crystallization paths. In terms of thermodynamics, the driving force for crystallization is a crucial parameter, which can be estimated by the
Gibbs free energy difference between the solid and the liquid
state.6–8 When this difference is small, glass formation is promoted. Furthermore, a large solid/liquid interfacial energy retards
crystal nucleation and, thus, favors glass formation.9–11,16,17
One special feature of BMGs with Sulfur is that they form a transition between metallic and chalcogenide glass formers.1,2 In fact, molten Sulfur has a complex coordination behavior and forms many
allotropes.18 Metallic bonds are usually nondirectional and often
approximated by hard spheres of deﬁned radii.19,20 Here, the atomic
mobility is basically governed by the packing fraction.13,15,21 For purely
metallic alloys with comparable atomic radii, this approximation
works quite well. Since Sulfur is a nonmetallic element, some amount
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of covalent bonds could be involved as previously observed for BMGs
like Zr–(Ni,Co,Cu)–Al22–28 and Pd–Ni–P.29 In this case, speciﬁc
chemical interactions may invalidate the assumption of tabulated
atomic radii.
In this study, we focus on the thermophysical properties of
Ti75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 0, 5, 8) melts by substitution of Nickel by Sulfur. We
analyzed the melt dynamics on several length scales. The macroscopic
ﬂow, characterized by viscosity, gives access to the collective motion of
the atoms, while the microscopic transport, characterized by selfdiffusion, describes the motion of individual atoms. Based on a hard
sphere assumption with covalent radii, the relationship between packing density and melt dynamics was examined. Using containerless
processing techniques, like electrostatic (ESL)30 and electromagnetic
levitation (EML),31 these highly reactive melts were processed over
broad temperature ranges.
Sample synthesis of Ti 75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 0, 5, 8) is described in
Ref. 1. To obtain samples of roughly spherical shape, portions of
the master alloys were remelted in an arc furnace under a
Titanium-gettered pure Argon gas atmosphere (99.9999%). The
sample masses corresponded to 30–80 mg for ESL and to 0.8–1 g
for EML. ESL was carried out under high-vacuum conditions of
10 7 mbar. The electrically charged samples were processed
within electrostatic ﬁelds between two electrode plates. A closed
feedback loop between the sample position and the side-electrode
voltage kept the samples levitated.32 Heating and melting of the
samples were achieved by two infrared lasers, while a pyrometer
measured the temperature without a contact. The measured temperatures were calibrated at the eutectic temperatures determined
via differential scanning calorimetry. The overall uncertainty of
the measured temperatures was estimated to be 610 K.
For density measurements,33,34 shadow images of the samples
were recorded using a high speed camera (HSC) during free radiation
cooling. Under the assumption of rotational sample symmetry, an
edge detection algorithm was used to calculate the pixel volume of
each frame. In order to obtain absolute values of the sample volumes,
a calibration with spheres of known sizes was performed. Together
with the sample masses, the densities were calculated. The same setup
was used for viscosity measurements via the oscillation drop technique.34–36 Here, a sinusoidal signal was superimposed to the levitation
voltage. The typical amplitude and frequency of the signal were
0.3 kV and 130–200 Hz, respectively, depending on the sample mass.
This superposition generates a surface oscillation. After switching off
the signal, images of the samples were recorded during oscillation
decay. The decay constant s was determined by ﬁtting the data according to RðtÞ ¼ R0 þ A exp ð t=sÞ sin ðxt þ d0 Þ, where R0 is the initial
radius, A is the oscillation amplitude, x is the frequency, and d0 is the
phase shift. The sample viscosity was calculated based on the decay
constant
g¼

qR20
;
5s
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measurements via the oscillation drop technique.38,39 In TEMPUS, the
sample oscillation was induced by brief pulses from the heating coil.
Within reduced gravity cycles of 22 s, multiple oscillation decays
were recorded by a HSC and sample coupling electronics (SCE).
To study the microscopic dynamics, incoherent quasi-elastic
neutron scattering (QENS) was performed on the neutron time-ofﬂight spectrometer TOFTOF.40 For that purpose, a mobile EML
apparatus41,42 was integrated. QENS experiments were performed
under an ultra-pure Helium gas atmosphere of 700 mbar. With a
neutron wavelength of 7 Å and a chopper speed of 6000 rpm, an
instrumental energy resolution of 72 leV and a wave number
range of q ¼ 0.3 – 1.7 Å 1 at zero energy transfer became accessible. The scattering law was obtained by normalizing the scattering
intensity to a Vanadium standard, after background subtraction. A
detailed description of the evaluation procedure is given in Ref. 43.
At small wave numbers (q < 1.0 Å), the incoherent contributions
dominate the scattering signal. In the case of Ti75Ni25 xSx, the signal is dominated by Titanium (rinc: (Ti) ¼ 2.87 barn44) and Nickel
(rinc: (Ni) ¼ 5.2 barn44) while the scattering contribution of Sulfur
is rather weak (rinc: (S) ¼ 0.007 barn44).
The melt density q of Ti75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 0, 5, 8) shows a linear
temperature dependence qðTÞ ¼ q0 aT between 1200 and 1650 K
[Fig. 1(a)], where q0 is a prefactor and a is the thermal expansion
coefﬁcient. At the same time, a decrease in melt density upon Nickel
substitution by Sulfur was found. Figure 1(b) shows the melt viscosity
g of Ti75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 0, 5, 8) as a function of temperature. Within the
examined temperature range of 1260 – 1680 K, an Arrhenius-type

(1)

where q is the measured density. Here, a single oscillating mode of
L ¼ 2 and laminar ﬂow conditions were assumed. In order to benchmark viscosity data measured on ground, EML under reduced gravity
conditions was performed for Ti75Ni17S8 during parabolic ﬂights with
the TEMPUS facility.37 In contrast to ground-based EML, magnetic
ﬁelds are sufﬁciently small to avoid disturbance of viscosity
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FIG. 1. (a) Melt density of Ti75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 0, 5, 8) as a function of temperature.
An error of 1% was assumed. (b) Melt viscosity of Ti75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 0, 5, 8) as a
function of temperature. The dashed lines indicate the liquidus temperatures, and
the solid lines (dotted lines) are Arrhenius ﬁts (VFT ﬁts).
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temperature dependence gðTÞ ¼ g0 exp ð Eg =kB TÞ was found, where
g0 is a prefactor, Eg the activation energy of viscosity, and kB the
Boltzmann constant. The ﬁt parameters for the linear temperature
dependence of the density and the Arrhenius-type temperature
dependence of the viscosity are given in Table I. In order to compare our viscosity data with those of other alloy systems, the
Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) ﬁt parameters with an assumed
viscosity of 1012 Pa s at glass transition temperature6 are also
shown for Ti 75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 5, 8). Due to the onset of crystallization upon heating, the glass transition temperature of Ti 75Ni20S5 is
not detectable in differential scanning calorimetry measurements.3
In order to get a rough estimate of the fragility parameter also for
this alloy, the glass transition temperature of Ti75Ni17S8 was used
for both VFT ﬁts [Fig. 1(b)].
The replacement of Nickel by Sulfur leads to an increase in the
melt viscosity at equal temperatures. For example, at 1447 K, the melt
viscosity of Ti75Ni25 corresponds to 7.1 mPa s. For Ti75Ni20S5,
the melt viscosity increases to 11.0 mPa s and for Ti75Ni17S8 to
15.0 mPa s. Hence, the viscosity of Ti75Ni17S8 is more than twice as
large as the one of Ti75Ni25 at the same temperature. This trend
becomes clearer with decreasing temperature. At the liquidus temperatures, all alloys show comparable viscosities. From ESL and synchrotron experiments, an increase in the liquidus temperature upon Sulfur
incorporation was found. At the same time, the solidus temperature
obtained from differential scanning calorimetry decreases. Therefore,
the two phase ﬁeld between solidus and liquidus temperature expands
with the increasing Sulfur content. The TEMPUS data [Fig. 1(b)] agree
with the ESL viscosity data within the experimental uncertainty.
TABLE I. Parameters obtained from linear, Arrhenius, and VFT ﬁts of the melt density, melt viscosity, and self-diffusion, respectively, for Ti75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 0, 5, 8).

Linear
q

Arrhenius
g

VFT
g

Arrhenius
D

x

q0
(g/cm3)

a
(10 4g/cm3K1)

0
5
8

5.501 6 0.001
5.382 6 0.003
5.112 6 0.003

3.02 6 0.01
3.17 6 0.02
2.14 6 0.02

x

g0
(mPa s)

Eg
(eV)

0
5
8

0.05 6 0.02
0.07 6 0.02
0.03 6 0.01

0.62 6 0.05
0.63 6 0.04
0.77 6 0.04

x

g0
(mPa s)

D

T0
(K)

5
8

0.79 6 0.02
0.31 6 0.01

3.46 6 0.37
5.61 6 0.47

623 6 5
592 6 6

x
(10
0
5

7

D0
m2 s 1)

2.18 6 0.07
3.31 6 0.05

FIG. 2. Scattering laws for Ti75Ni17S8 at 1515 K with q ¼ 0.5 Å 1 and q ¼ 1 Å 1.
The solid lines represent Lorentzian ﬁts, and the dashed line represents the instrumental resolution function. The inset shows the full-width-at-half-maximum of the
Lorentzian ﬁts against q2. The solid line represents a linear ﬁt.

Figure 2 shows the scattering laws for Ti75Ni17S8 at 1515 K with
q ¼ 0.5 Å 1 and q ¼ 1.0 Å 1, ﬁtted by single Lorentzian functions convoluted with the instrumental resolution function. Below 1.0 Å 2, a linear q2 dependence was found for the full-width-at-half-maximum of the
Lorentzian ﬁts. The slope corresponds to the self-diffusion coefﬁcient
D ¼ C=hq2 ;

(2)

where C is the full-width-at-half-maximum. Since a single Lorentzian
function describes each scattering law sufﬁciently, the self-diffusion
coefﬁcients of Titanium and Nickel should be comparable.45 Figure 3
shows the mean Ti/Ni self-diffusion coefﬁcients of Ti75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 0,
5, 8) as a function of temperature. At 1000/T ¼ 0.69 (1447 K), the

ED
(eV)
0.56 6 0.04
0.66 6 0.02
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FIG. 3. Mean Ti/Ni self-diffusion coefﬁcients of Ti75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 0, 5, 8) as a function of inverse temperature. For comparison, the Ni self-diffusion coefﬁcients of
Zr60Ni25Al1525 and Zr64Ni3634 are shown. The solid lines represent Arrhenius ﬁts.
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binary alloy exhibits the highest mean Ti/Ni self-diffusion coefﬁcient of
2.4 10 9 m2 s 1, followed by Ti75Ni20S5 with 1.7 10 9 m2 s 1 and
Ti75Ni17S8 with 1.3
10 9 m2 s 1. Basically, we observe the same
trend of reduced melt dynamics as previously reported for the viscosity.
In addition, literature data for Zr60Ni25Al1525 and Zr64Ni3634 are shown.
The Ni self-diffusion of Zr64Ni36 is similar to the mean Ti/Ni selfdiffusion of Ti75Ni17S8, while the Ni self-diffusion for Zr60Ni25Al15 is
one order of magnitude lower. An Arrhenius-type temperature
dependence DðTÞ ¼ D0 exp ð ED =kB TÞ was found for Ti75Ni25 xSx
(x ¼ 0, 5) (Table I), where D0 is a prefactor and ED the activation
energy of self-diffusion. The activation energy of both alloys is higher
than the one for pure Nickel.46 Ti75Ni20S5 shows comparable values to
Zr64Ni36, while the activation energy for Zr60Ni25Al15 is slightly
higher.24
To conﬁrm if the slowdown of the melt dynamics is connected to
dense packing, the packing fraction was calculated in the framework
of hard sphere assumption with covalent radii [rðTiÞcov: ¼ 1.324 Å;
rðNiÞcov: ¼ 1.149 Å; and rðSÞcov: ¼ 1.04 Å47]. During the ﬁrst calculation step, number density n was determined,
n¼

qNa
;
M

(3)

where q is the melt density, Na the Avogadro constant, and M is the
average molar mass. With the number density, packing fraction u was
calculated
u ¼ V n;

(4)

where V is the weighted mean atomic volume of the hard spheres.
Figure 4 shows the packing fraction and the number density of
Ti75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 0, 5, 8) melts as a function of temperature. We
observe a decrease in the packing fraction with the increasing Sulfur
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content. While the packing fraction depends on the assumed atomic
radii, the number density simply depends on the measured density.
However, we observe that Ti75Ni17S8 exhibits a smaller number density than the alloys with a lower Sulfur content.
The slowdown of melt dynamics cannot be explained by a suitable choice of deep eutectic composition since the liquidus temperature increases upon Sulfur incorporation. Moreover, all analyzed alloys
show comparable viscosities at their liquidus temperatures, which do
not reﬂect their different GFA. By adding small Sulfur atoms, a more
efﬁcient melt packing was expected due to the atomic size mismatch.
However, this consideration is refuted since the packing fraction
decreases upon Nickel substitution by Sulfur. While the number density remains nearly constant with 5 at. % Sulfur, it decreases with
8 at. % Sulfur. This observation indicates that Sulfur may occupy a
larger space in the melt structure than the one assumed for hard
spheres with covalent radii. A decrease in packing density in combination with reduced melt dynamics was previously reported for
Aluminum addition in Zr–(Ni,Co) melts due to speciﬁc chemical
interactions between Aluminum and the transition metals.25 A similar
origin may be considered for the sluggish dynamics observed here.
In conclusion, we determined the density, the viscosity, and the
self-diffusion of Ti75Ni25 xSx (x ¼ 0, 5, 8) melts over broad temperature ranges by applying levitation techniques. The GFA enhancement
upon Sulfur addition can be explained neither by a reduction of the
liquidus temperature nor by dense packing of hard spheres. The
decrease in melt dynamics comes along with a decrease in melt packing, which may indicate covalent interactions involved. The unique
melt structure should be subjected to further analysis.
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